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MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 1 A

A Bill to Tie Federal Education Funding to the Quality of 
Textbooks 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) shall be amended such that any 2 

funds to be disbursed as a result of that act will be reduced by 10% for each 3 

area in which a state’s primary school history, literature, and biology 4 

textbooks under-represent core quality principles. 5 

SECTION 2. “Core quality principles” shall be defined for each subject category as: 6 

History:  inclusion of content on systemic racism, atrocities on US land, 7 

primary sources, and listing the economics of slavery and political control 8 

over the lives of enslaved peoples as the primary reason for the US Civil 9 

War.   10 

Literature: inclusion of works written by authors from historically 11 

marginalized groups (including but not limited to African Americans, Latin 12 

Americans, Asian Americans, Native Americans, and the LGBTQ 13 

community).   14 

Biology:  inclusion of evolution as the leading theory of human origins 15 

SECTION 3. The Department of Education shall oversee implementation of this 16 

legislation. 17 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on January 1, 2022.   18 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.19 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 1B

The K-12 Education Equity Reform Act of 2021 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. Funding of K-12 public education will no longer occur at the county level 2 

via the property tax system of education. School curriculum design and 3 

other academic decisions will be retained by local school boards.   4 

A. K-12 public education will be fully funded at the state and federal5 

level to ensure parity and equity among all public schools.6 

B. The per-capita level of funding per student in public K-12 education7 

will be the same.8 

SECTION 2. Private schools shall not be eligible for public funding support unless: 9 

A. Student demographics are representative of their broader geographic10 

region (as defined by states) by socioeconomic and racial lines.11 

SECTION 3. The U.S. Department of Education will oversee implementation of this 12 

legislation in coordination with State Departments of Education. 13 

A. $1 trillion in Federal and State aid will be spent over 4 years to14 

implement this legislation.15 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on January 2022.    16 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.17 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 1C

A Bill to Provide Security for Our Schools 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. $50 Million shall be allocated to the creation of the School Security Grant 2 

Program. 3 

SECTION 2. A. The School Security Grant Program shall be awarded to assist4 

elementary and secondary schools in strengthening their security 5 

posture.  6 

B. Eligible uses shall include enhancements to school security which are7 

intended to prevent, mitigate, or protect against school violence. This 8 

may include training, emergency planning, physical building 9 

improvements, technology implementation, and preventative counseling 10 

programs. 11 

C. Not more than 100 awards shall be made in the amount of not more12 

than $500 thousand per award. 13 

D. All public K-12 school districts are eligible to apply.14 

SECTION 3. The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) shall oversee 15 

the execution and distribution of this funding through its School Safety 16 

Task Force, which shall be responsible for developing a grant application 17 

and evaluation criteria. 18 

SECTION 4. This funding shall become available for use on October 1, 2021 and shall 19 

be available for a three-year period to ensure ample time for grantees to 20 

execute funded activities.  This Congress will evaluate the need for 21 

additional grant funding on an annual basis. 22 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.23 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 2 A

A Bill to Reform Police Unions

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. No state or municipality receiving funding from the federal government for law 2 

enforcement purposes may enter into any agreement with a union or 3 

organization representing law enforcement employees that: 4 

A. Defines the disciplinary procedures applicable to said employees;5 

B. Grants law enforcement employees protections from at-will termination of their6 

employment;7 

C. Concerns any topic other than the salaries and benefits paid to law enforcement8 

employees.9 

SECTION 2. The Department of Justice shall create and maintain a public database of law10 

enforcement employees terminated for misconduct (“Termination Database”).11 

States and municipalities receiving funding from the federal government for law12 

enforcement purposes must submit to the Department of Justice the name of,13 

and additional requested information for, law enforcement employees14 

terminated for misconduct.   No state or municipality receiving funding from the15 

federal government for law enforcement purposes may hire an employee16 

identified in the Termination Database.17 

SECTION 3. The Department of Justice is responsible for enforcement of this legislation.  A18 

“law enforcement employee” is an employee who is empowered to use physical19 

force and whose primary purpose of employment is the enforcement of state,20 

local, or federal laws.  Any state or municipality that is non-compliant with21 

Sections 1 and 2 shall be ineligible to receive federal funding from new law22 

enforcement programs, and shall have federal funding for existing law23 

enforcement programs reduced by 20%.24 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on July 1, 2021. 25 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.26 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 2 B

A Bill to Create National Standards for the Policing of 
Protests 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The United States Department of Justice shall establish 2 

and enforce the following standards for protests and demonstrations: 3 

A. Access points: Protesters shall be granted access points to enter and4 

leave demonstrations at any time. Law enforcement officers shall5 

make clear these access points whenever requested by a protester.6 

B. Protection: Law enforcement officers shall use any means necessary,7 

including crowd control agents and militarized equipment, to defend8 

themselves and federal property against imminent threats.9 

C. Communication: Law enforcement officers shall make clear and10 

unambiguous announcements when a demonstration is considered a11 

unlawful assembly and militarized equipment will be deployed.12 

Protesters shall be given time of at least 15 minutes to use access13 

points to vacate an unlawful assembly before militarized equipment14 

can be used.15 

SECTION 2. Protests and demonstrations shall be defined as groups of 16 

individuals peacefully promoting any cause, with or without a permit, as 17 

guaranteed by the First Amendment; Law enforcement officers shall be 18 

defined as local, state, or federal agents that enforce the laws of the 19 

United States; Crowd control agents and militarized equipment shall 20 

include, but are not limited to, tear gas, rubber bullets, and armored 21 

vehicles;  Imminent threats shall be defined as individuals seeking to 22 

physically harm law enforcement officers and/or damage federal 23 

property; Unlawful assembly is defined as a protest or demonstration 24 

that is declared a violent assembly as determined by local, state, or 25 

federal law enforcement. 26 

SECTION 3. The Department of Justice shall oversee the 27 

implementation of this legislation. 28 

A. Any local or state government not found in compliance will lose29 

15% of all federal funds they receive for law enforcement30 

purposes.31 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on June 1st, 2021.  32 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared 33 

null and void. 34 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 2 C

A Resolution to Encourage Highly Qualified Public Defenders 
and Ensure Justice for All 

WHEREAS, All people in the United States, citizens or otherwise, are due justice in 1 

any civil or criminal case in the United States; and 2 

WHEREAS, Public Defenders are an integral part of the United States justice system; 3 

and 4 

WHEREAS, Public Defenders are often overworked, and underpaid; and 5 

WHEREAS, Public Defenders leave public service, on average, after only 10 years; 6 

and 7 

WHEREAS,       Law students often incur tremendous amounts of debt; and 8 

WHEREAS, The present federal loan forgiveness programs presently deny 9 

significantly more applicants than they approve; now, therefore, be it 10 

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled scrutinize and revise the federal loan 11 

forgiveness program application and approval process so that more eligible students can 12 

receive loan forgiveness for working in the public sector; and, be it 13 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That states be encouraged to develop their own incentive 14 

programs to encourage lawyers to serve as public defenders for example; bar exam fee 15 

waivers, private loan forgiveness programs for new lawyers, tax incentives to private 16 

law firms supplying highly qualified lawyers for a tenure, or other methods deemed fit 17 

to implement. 18 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 3 A

A Bill to Modernize PURPA 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. To decrease customer costs and end “gaming practices”, the Public Utility 2 

Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), shall be amended to: fix the 3 

“one mile rule” scam, remove the nondiscriminatory access clause, and 4 

end the practices of requiring utilities to buy power from small qualifying 5 

energy projects. 6 

SECTION 2. All definitions are those provided in Public Law 95-617, and from the 7 

Federal Energy Regulatory Agency.  8 

SECTION 3. The Federal Energy Regulatory Agency is responsible for enforcing this 9 

legislation, and must present a rulemaking within one year of enactment 10 

of this legislation. 11 

SECTION 4. This legislation will go into effect immediately.   12 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.  13 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 3 B

A Bill to Promote Climate Resilient American Agriculture 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) shall provide block 2 

grants to states to innovate model programs to ensure America’s farm 3 

and forestry infrastructure is more climate resilient and sustainable. 4 

A. $15 billion shall be allocated over four years and allocations will be5 

indexed to states’ percentage of agricultural density.6 

B. States are encouraged to refer to land grant universities and follow the7 

lead of indigenous people in their program design.8 

SECTION 2. States must demonstrate with rigorous evidence-based modeling how9 

their programs will ensure agriculture is both sustainable and climate10 

resilient.11 

A. Programs that specifically demonstrate benefits for farm workers of color12 

and indigenous people to overcome their historical marginalization by13 

centuries of exploitation will receive priority.14 

B. Programs will be evaluated after 4 years and programs in the highest 10%15 

of demonstrated success will become gold standards.16 

C. Gold standard programs will be adopted by states if they seek to receive17 

additional funding upon renewal of this legislation in 2026.18 

SECTION 3. The USDA will be responsible for enforcing this legislation.19 

SECTION 4. This bill will go into effect in the year 2022.20 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this Bill are hereby declared null and void.21 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session 3 C

A Resolution to Expand Hydroelectric Power Generation 

WHEREAS, The United States of America must urgently transition to carbon-free sources of 1 

electricity generation in order to help avert many of the most harmful 2 

consequences of climate change; and 3 

WHEREAS, While renewable energy sources such as solar power and wind power are 4 

becoming an increasingly large component of the electricity generation mix and 5 

should remain a priority, they face significant reliability issues; and 6 

WHEREAS, The reliability issues of wind and solar power have stagnated a complete 7 

transition away from the burning of fossil fuels, such as natural gas and coal, for 8 

electricity generation; and 9 

WHEREAS, Hydroelectric power is another source of renewable energy without many of the 10 

same reliability issues, but also has significant capacity to grow in the United 11 

States; now, therefore, be it 12 

RESOLVED, That the Congress shall invest in the expansion of hydroelectric power in the 13 

United States financed through a variety of means: direct federal grants for the 14 

construction of hydroelectric facilities; expansion of municipal bond tax-exempt 15 

status to empower the construction of hydroelectric facilities by state and local 16 

governments; and, the expansion of tax-credits to empower private sector 17 

actors to invest in the construction of hydroelectric power facilities  18 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Prelims Extra

A Bill Requiring Enhanced Vaccine Clinical Trial Inclusion 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) shall require pharmaceutical 2 

companies to follow more stringent inclusion standards when conducting 3 

clinical trials. 4 

SECTION 2. A. All vaccines approved for use in the United States shall be required5 

to adhere to enhanced clinical trial inclusion standards. 6 

B. These standards shall dictate that no more than 60% of any clinical7 

trial may be composed of a singular race or gender. 8 

C. Further, each vaccine receiving FDA approval must demonstrate9 

clear efforts to involve pregnant women, children, older adults, 10 

individuals with disabilities or long-term illnesses, and other 11 

underrepresented groups. 12 

SECTION 3. The FDA shall oversee the implementation and execution of these 13 

standards. 14 

SECTION 4. These standards shall become effective on January 1, 2022. All vaccines 15 

receiving FDA approval on or after this date must adhere to the enhanced 16 

diversity requirements. 17 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.18 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session SFA

A Bill to Help Airlines Weather the Storms 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. Congress shall not issue bailouts to airlines that have spent greater than 2 

50% of free cash flows on stock buybacks in any one year of the five years 3 

preceding the bailout. 4 

SECTION 2. “Bailout” is defined as any government intervention in the private sector 5 

responding to a specific, economic catastrophe whose purpose is to 6 

prevent firms from going insolvent.  Examples include, but are not limited 7 

to, federally guaranteed loans extended to failing companies, purchases of 8 

toxic assets held by failing companies, or purchases of the failing 9 

company’s stock.  “Stock buyback” is defined as when a company buys 10 

back its shares from the marketplace with its accumulated cash.  “Free 11 

cash flow” is defined as the revenue a company generates after accounting 12 

for expenditures to support operations and maintain capital assets. 13 

SECTION 3. Enforcement will be jointly overseen by the Federal Reserve and the 14 

Department of the Treasury. 15 

SECTION 4. This law will take effect beginning January 1, 2022. 16 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.17 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session SFB

A Bill to Recycle Concrete to Conserve Global Sand 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. Landfills licensed to accept construction and demolition materials must 2 

possess the capability to and must actively recycle to the greatest extent 3 

possible, all concrete in their landfill for use in new building materials. 4 

SECTION 2. Recycling of concrete is crushing and processing concrete into a form that 5 

can be mixed and repurposed into new concrete. 6 

SECTION 3. Proceeds from the initial sale of recycled, processed concrete by the 7 

recycling landfill are exempt from all federal taxes. 8 

SECTION 4. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will oversee 9 

the implementation of this bill. 10 

A. Landfill companies that fail to adequately recycle concrete may be11 

fined by the EPA up to $20,000 per ton of concrete in their landfill.12 

B. Construction and Demolition companies that fail to bring their13 

concrete to appropriate facilities for disposal and recycling may be14 

fined up to $20,000 per ton of concrete they are found to have15 

improperly disposed of.16 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.17 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session SFC

A Bill to Rev Up American Rail 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. A. 500,000 jobs shall be created for a newly formed “Workers Rail2 

Authority'' (WRA). All applicants must have at least 1 year of professional 3 

work experience, no construction experience necessary. Additionally, all 4 

applicants to the WRA must be eligible to work under existing 5 

Department of Transportation guidelines.  6 

B. The purpose of the WRA shall be to construct a high-speed rail system7 

that connects major US cities and their surrounding metropolitan areas. 8 

C. Wages will be hourly, depending on experience and/or skill level,9 

starting no less than $15.00 per hour. 10 

D. WRA expenditures will be allocated from funds that remain unused11 

from HR748 (“The CARES Act”) and HR1319.  12 

SECTION 2. “High speed rail” is defined as a passenger and cargo train system that 13 

travels at least 150 miles per hour.  “Major US cities and their 14 

surrounding metropolitan areas” are defined as the top 50 largest US 15 

cities and corresponding metropolitan areas by population as recorded 16 

by the US Census Bureau.  17 

SECTION 3. The Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the US High 18 

Speed Rail Association, shall oversee the implementation of this 19 

legislation. 20 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect July 1, 2021. 21 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void22 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Semis Extra

A Bill to Diversify the American Pharmaceutical Supply Chain 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The following provisions be enacted to diversify the supply chain of 2 

pharmaceuticals and medical equipment: 3 

A. All federal agencies and departments, when purchasing pharmaceuticals4 

and medical equipment, shall be prohibited from purchasing finished5 

products from outside of the United States6 

B. $5 billion is appropriated to the Small Business Administration (SBA) for the7 

purposes of providing loans and/or grants to United States-based8 

companies that produce pharmaceutical inputs, finished pharmaceuticals,9 

and/or medical equipment10 

C. A 5% tariff will be placed on pharmaceutical inputs and a 10% tariff will be11 

placed on finished products coming from China12 

D. A 2% tariff will be placed on pharmaceutical inputs and a 4% tariff will be13 

placed on finished products coming from India14 

E. All revenue generated by the tariffs will directed to the SBA for the purposes15 

expressed in Section 1B.16 

SECTION 2. Pharmaceutical input is defined as any ingredient or component that cannot be 17 

sold or consumed in and of itself. Finished product is defined as any product 18 

that does not need additional modification before it can be consumed. 19 

SECTION 3. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Treasury Department, and Small 20 

Business Administration (SBA) will be responsible for enforcement: 21 

A. The Office of the Inspector General within each federal agency and22 

department will be responsible for enforcing Section 1A.23 

B. The FDA and SBA will oversee the execution of Section 1B.24 

C. The Treasury Department will oversee the execution of Sections 1C-1.25 

SECTION 4. Sections 1A and 1B will go into effect upon passage; Sections 1C – 1E will go into 26 

effect one year after passage.   27 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 28 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session Finals A

The BABY Act:  Broadband Access Bill for Youth 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The cost of broadband internet service will be returned to households 2 

with dependents enrolled in a k-12 school in the United States in the 3 

form of an income Tax Credit.   4 

SECTION 2. A. Broadband internet service refers to high-speed internet access that is5 

always on and faster than traditional dial-up access. This includes, but is 6 

not limited to: Digital Subscriber Line (DSL); Cable Modem; Fiber; 7 

Satellite; and Broadband over Powerlines (BPL).    8 

B. The tax credit will be in the amount spent to cover the cost of service,9 

equipment, installation, and any repairs that are necessary throughout 10 

the year. The credit shall not cover the cost of computers, tablets, or any 11 

devices used to access the internet or their repair. 12 

C. Tax credits will only be issued to the households which have primary13 

custody of dependents enrolled in k-12 schools. 14 

SECTION 3. The Department of the Treasury will oversee the implementation of this 15 

bill through the Internal Revenue Service. 16 

A. Internet Service Providers will send every customer a statement within17 

the first 30 days of each year documenting the itemized and total costs 18 

paid by the customer for service in the prior year. 19 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect for tax year 2021. 20 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.21 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session Finals B

The National Instructions for Municipal Building by Year 2023 
Act (“NIMBY Act”) 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. To be eligible for any and all funding from new Department of Housing and 2 

Urban Development programs (including the funding identified in Section 4), 3 

any municipality with a population exceeding 100,000 must ensure that its 4 

zoning code: 5 

A. Prohibits new construction of single-family residential homes;6 

B. Places no limitations on residential building height, except those necessary7 

to ensure building safety; and8 

C. Places no limitations on the number of units that may be included a9 

residential building, except those necessary to ensure building safety.10 

SECTION 2. To be eligible for any and all funding from new Department of Housing and 11 

Urban Development programs, any municipality with a population exceeding 12 

100,000 must ensure that 50% of all new residential rental units are affordable, 13 

as that term is defined in Section 3. 14 

SECTION 3. A residential unit is “affordable” if a resident making 35% of a municipality’s 15 

median income (for one- or two-bedroom units), or an individual making 70% of 16 

municipality’s median income (for units with three or more bedrooms), could 17 

afford to rent the residential unit. The Department of Housing and Urban 18 

Development shall set standards for affordable housing consistent with Section 19 

3 of this legislation. 20 

SECTION 4. The Department of Housing and Urban Development shall allocate $75 billion 21 

annually to subsidize the development of affordable housing, funded by a 25% 22 

increase in the long-term capital gains tax.  Any municipality whose zoning code 23 

is non-compliant with Sections 1 and 2 by January 1, 2023 shall have all funding 24 

from existing Department of Housing and Urban Development programs 25 

reduced by 15%. 26 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.27 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Session Finals C

A Bill to Promote Demilitarization and Reinvest in Our 
Communities  

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. The Federal Government shall permanently end and cease any further 2 

appropriation to local law enforcement in any form.   3 

SECTION 2. The House Judiciary Committee and Senate Health Education Labor and 4 

Pensions (HELP) committee will commit to reallocating 75% of the $100 5 

billion in existing Federal appropriations towards health, education, 6 

housing and development, families and parks recreation, community 7 

investment, workforce development, and public works infrastructure.  8 

SECTION 3. The U.S. Department of Justice shall allocate $2 billion in investments in 9 

hiring personnel and time towards holding state governments’ 10 

accountable in dismantling systems of mass criminalization and 11 

incarceration.  12 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect for the 2022 Fiscal Year. 13 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.14 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 



MS Tournament of Champions 2021 Finals Extra
A Bill to Promote Responsible Health Communication by Crisis 

Pregnancy Centers 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. All Crisis Pregnancy Centers receiving federal funding shall disclose the 2 

following information in all patient interactions and advertisements: 3 

A. The facility’s status as a licensed or non-licensed medical facility;4 

B. Whether or not the facility employs one or more licensed physicians;5 

and6 

C. Whether or not the facility offers comprehensive reproductive care,7 

including contraception and abortion.8 

SECTION 2. A “Crisis Pregnancy Center” shall be defined as any facility providing 9 

counseling or medical services to women who are or believe they may be 10 

pregnant. 11 

SECTION 3. The Department of Health and Human Services shall oversee 12 

enforcement of this legislation.  13 

A. Any facility found to be in noncompliance with these regulations shall14 

be issued a written warning and given one month to correct its15 

noncompliance.16 

B. Any facility with a second infraction following a written warning shall17 

be stripped of federal funding for a minimum of six months.18 

SECTION 4. All federally funded facilities shall be required to comply with this 19 

legislation within one year of its passage.  20 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 21 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by the 2021 Tournament of Champions Board of Legislative Drafters. 




